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How to use this doc
Mental Space
Patterns among target users around how
they organize their thoughts and actions
Concept Area
Related tasks or actions within a mental
space are grouped into concept areas
Tasks / Actions
Individual things a user does related to a
specific activity

MENTAL MODEL LEGEND

Domain area
Domain concept
Key point
Focus for first release

Mental Spaces
1 Managing

6 Investigating

4 Collaborating

Managing is the process by which a user
organizes their own workflow and includes
how they approach their daily tasks. Due
to its tactical nature, this area only includes
how they organize their files, corresponding
folders and their time.

2 Triaging

Collaborating is about working closely with
others, particularly as it relates to a mission or an investigation. Typically this is the
sharing of information between analysts
and operators although it can include other
individuals outside of these roles.

7 Analyzing

5 Responding

Triaging is the process of deciding what
thing or things are most important and how
to manage competing priorities and needs.
This also includes handling context switching and is mostly confined to a single user
and their own methodology (i.e., does not
usually involve collaboration)

Investigating involves the tactical understanding of how and why an incident occured. In addition, the act of proactively
searching, or hunting, is included which
allows the user to understand the motivations and behaviors behind actors within
their space and find malicious threats before
they can manifest as attacks.

Responding involves the actions that a user
does as a result of an incident [DCO] or
when they have been tasked with a targeted
mission(s) [OCO]. There is also the act of
preparing to take action which happens prior
to the response and is shared across both
OCO and DCO efforts.

The act of reviewing previous incidents in
order to anticipate potential new threats as
well as to connect current incidents with
previous incidents. This is typically where
trends, forensic analysis and data science
will come together to provide insights that
may be hard/impossible to find within existing products.

3 Reporting
This entails the creation of any and all assets
after an incident and the act of sharing those
findings with others both inside and outside
of the organization.
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Key insights
CUSTOMIZE
The user needs to have flexible/useful tools to manage their daily workflow that align with
how they want to work. Examples include being able to set individual priorities, personal
alerts and track key data points.
CONTEXT
The user prefers to understand as much as possible around the “Why” with regard to their
workflow and the details. This can come from the analyst, the “customer”, the software and
the alerts themselves as long as they have the context required to understand the organizational goals.
COLLABORATE
Sharing/collaborating with colleagues is very important to the user in order to gain insights,
save time and prevent duplication of efforts. This can happen at any point in the response
cycle – before, during after – so long as it is occurring on a regular basis.
CONNECT
The user needs to be able to visualize relationships between people, places, and processes.
They prefer software that allows them to do this themselves but also does it automatically
provided it includes background / why into the connection.

Next steps
Near term
Explore the existing feature set and align those
to concept areas.
Ensure the new UI and workflows align to how
users think.
Create user journey / empathy maps that align
with findings.
Future
Select areas to explore/brainstorm based on
business goals, beyond first release.
Compare any new requests to MM to ensure
the investment aligns with users’ asks.
Expand the MM to include differnet/new user
segments.

